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I, OBJECTIONS TO THE BANK PLAN 

1. The Bretton Woods lending program is only a part of a much larger 
program of expanded exports through loans, and will inevitably result in 
defaults abroad and disillusionment at home, because this country will not 
permit the large scale imports necessary for the repayment of all the loans 
and investments. 

Vfhile it is undoubtedly correct that there will be loans by the 
Export-Import Bank and perhaps under Lend-Lease besides the loans encouraged 
by the Bretton Woods program, it does not follow that the inevitable result 
is defaults because of the reluctance of this country to permit large-scale 
imports• 

In the first place, the loans made under the auspices of the Bank 
will be carefully considered and on the whole much sounder than our past 
loans» Loans will be made or guaranteed by the Bank only after careful study 
and only if the projects financed will help the borrowing country to be-
come relatively less dependent on foreign supplies or to be able to sell 
more of its awn products abroad so that the borrower will be in a position 
to meet its obligations under the loan* The long-range projects financed 
by the Bank will help the borrowing countries to stabilize their interna-
tional transactions and therefore will help them to meet interest and 
amortization payments on loans which are not guaranteed by the Bank* And 
it is doubtful whether even with the Bretton Woods program our foreign loans 
will reach very high levels* 

In the second place, this country probably will permit larger im-
ports after the war, The volume of United States imports will depend in 
large part on the size of our national income. If we are able to maintain 
a high level of employment and income* our imports will be large, A large 
and continuous flow of American exports into an expanding world market will 
help to maintain prosperity in this country particularly during the first 
years after the war» 

The adjustment of our balance of payments necessary to enable 
foreign countries to meet payments due us on loans by the Bank will come 
very gradually and largely in an automatic fashion if we have rising in-
comes in this country« If further adjustments are necessary, they can be 
brought about by corrective measures which can be timed and devised in such 
a fashion as to avoid serious disturbance of our domestic economy* 

Thirdly, it was the abrupt cessation of American foreign lending 
and the onslaught of the great depression which were responsible in large 
measure for the defaults in the »thirties. If as a result of the success-
ful operation of the Bank and the Fund, and through other instrumentalities 
of international economic and political cooperation, world trade and world 
production can expand without major disturbances there is no reason to ex-
pect our lending to cease after a few years and a reverse flow of capital 
to set in suddenly. Only if major international maladjustments develop ~ 
which the Bank and the Fund are designed to avoid and counteract — will 
our stake in international investment be endangered,. Digitized for FRASER 
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2. The program for vast experts* predicated in part on Bretton Woods 
credits, will ultimately producer a third world war, for the reason that it 
will cause a disequilibrium in world trade » 

There is no reason to assume that the lending or guarantee 
operations of the Bank will cause a disequilibrium in world -crade, Quite to 
the contrary, the use of foreign capital for constructive purposes, the 
restoration of destroyed and disrupted economies and the development of pro-
ductive facilities and resources in iess developed countries will help to 
diminish the disequilibrium of world trade which prevailed before the w&r 
and which presumably has been aggravated as a result of the war. Before the 
war, one important cause of disequilibrium in world trade was the fact that 
foreign countries needed American goods for an increase in their national 
production and well-being more urgently than we needed their products, or 
conversely, that they had fewer goods to s$ll to us. If the Bank provides 
through loans and guarantees the medium for the reestablishinent of the wàr-
torn economies, and for the development of resources in less developed 
countries it will contribute to the elimination of this basic disequilibrium. 
The purpose of international capital flows is the orderly financing of the 
development of the productive re sources of countries which for the lack of 
resources or skills of their own are unable to undertake these projects 
without foreign assistance « By helping to reduae dis-equilibria in world 
trade, one of the most import&nt caus-as of international economic friction, 
the Bank can reduce the likelihood of political and military warfare. 

3. Although the stated objective of thS Br>eiton Woods program is the 
balanced growth of world trade, by financing the industrialisation of other coun-
tries, we may rather find that, in the end, we shall have balanced trade 
at a low level, instead of at our high level, to the detriment of our 
laboring men, our farmers and industrialists. 

The industrialization of other countries will tend to raise rather 
than lower the level of United States^foreign trade+ Between the first and 
second world wars the chief foreign customers of this country were the 
United Kingdom and Canada, both of which are industrialized nations. We 
exported to the United Kingdom more than to all of Asia) and to Canada more 
than to all of South America„ Our trade with Japan was &r larger than our 
trade with China» The highly industrialized oouhtries of Europe in 1935 
(comprising 'Ot the area and 6l% of the population) received 83 per cent 
of the total imports of Europe and supplied 81 per cent of Europe's exports. 

Through industrialization the real income of economically backward 
nations can be raised and a market created for goods produced abroad as well 
as for goads produced domestically* Our own economic history reveals a 
25-fold increase in the value of imported goods in the eighty years from 
1850 to 1929# a period of rapid industrialization in this country. It is 
entirely possible that the industrialization of backward areas will require 
shifts in the commodity composition of our exports but any piea for the 
avoidance of this development is a plea fpr economic Stagnation at home 
and abroad. 
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1+. The Bank will be under political pressure to make unwise loans 

There is good reason to have confidence that the management of 
the Bank will not make unwise loans. No loan can be made or guaranteed 
except after careful study and on the recommendation of a committee of ex-
ports. Furthermore! loans may be made only for specific projects and when 
the prospects of th? borrower .being able to meet its obligations are good. 

In addition* since all members are liable to meet losses incurred 
by the Bank, they will have a real interest in seeing that only sound pro-
jects are financed by the Bank. Unwise loans whiqh result in defaults will 
also reduce the income of the Bank which, on the decision of the Board of 
Governors, may be distributed to members. 

The United States will be able to exert an important influence on 
the lending policy of the Bank because a large portion of the Bankfs loans 
are likely to be dollar loans and each country has special powers with 
respect to loans made in its currency. A member may prevent the use of that 
part of its subscription paid in for making direct loans for purposes which 
it may consider unsound. A member may veto any proposed m e of its currency 
paid in to the Bank's loan fund. Also the Bank may not borrow in a member's 
market for the purpo&e of snaking direct loans without that memberrs consent 
and may not guarantee a loan without the approval of the member in whose 
market the fun,ds are raised. 

5. Our pa&t lending experience should dampen our ardor for such a 
scheme 

A recent study of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce 
indicates that despite the original unsoundness of many of the. investments 
and despite the extremely adverse conditions of the thirties, our foreign 
lending of the period between the two wars was on the whole profitable to 
us. The value of our foreign investment, in I9U0 was 9*8 billion dollars. 
Since we originally invested 13*6 billion dollars, defaults and decline 
in the market value amounted to about 25 per cent of our net investment. 
Offsetting these lasses were income receipts from abroad of almost II4. billion 
dollars.. Taking these into account, it appears that our foreign investments 
in the period 1920-1940 yielded a net return of between k Q-nd 5 per cent, 
even after allowing for defaultsT 

The fact that our foreign lending weys profitable in the aggregate 
does not alter the fact that thousands of individual investors lost large 
amounts in foreign loans. It is for this reason that the Bank scheme is 
necessary. Without some guarantee private investors would ftot lend abroad 
in large amounts, The Bank can make such guarantees without excessive risks 
because a wise program of foreign lending is apt to be very profitable in 
the aggregate. 
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The statutes of the Bank contain, numerous provisions which are 
designed to prevent unwise loans and to keep the danger of default to* a 
minimum. Loans made or guaranteed by the Bank must, except in special 
circumstancesj be for specific reconstruction- or development projects. A 
competent committee must make a careful study of the projects and recommend 
the loans• Careful attention must be paid to the prospects that the 
borrower will be able to meet its obligations and the borrowing government 
must guarantee tie loan« These and similar safeguards of the soundness of 
the loans, which were absent in most of the international loans made in the 
inter-war period* appear to be sufficient ground for the assumption that 
the unfavorable experience of American lenders with respect to certain 
types of foreign loans will not be repeated* 

See also the answer to Objection lf 

6. The Bank will bill off private lending to the detriment of foreign 
borrowers • 

Only 20 per cent of the Bank's capital can be used for 
direct loans while the remaining 30 per cent can be used only to meet losses 
occuring in connection with loans guaranteed, by the Bank. Since the Bank 
will operate in general either by guaranteeing loans made by private in-
vestors or by making loans with funds borrowed from private investors and 
will make or guarantee only such loans as the borrower is unable to obtain 
elsewhere on reasonable terms, it is clear that the Bank will promote rather 
than hinder the flow of private funds into international investment. The 
foreign borrowers will be better off because they will be able to obtain 
loans on more reasonable terms. 

7# The Bank would be under debtor-country control* 

The possibility of debtor-country control of the operations of 
the Bank has been excluded by provisions giving a member the right to veto 
the use of its currency subscription by the Bank, the guarantee by the Bank 
of any loan floated in its markets and borrowing by the. Bank in its markets. 

See answer to Objection ¿4« 

8. Private bankers can take care of all lending needs. 

There is nothing in the contemplated structure of the Bank which 
would tend to restrict lending operations of private bankers. The Bank can 
not make or guarantee any loan unless private investors are otherwise un-
willing to provide the funds on reasonable terms. Furthermore the total 
amount of loans which the Bank can make from its own capital funds are 
relatively small, compared with the amount the Bank may lend out of funds 
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borrowed from private investors and the volume of private lending it may-
encourage by guaranteeing loans made by private investors. Actually private 
bankers are expected to take care of most of the lending needs. But the 
average investor today is much more skeptical of foreign investment than 
was the average investor in the 1920Ts. He will be extremely reluctant to 
invest his money in foreign bonds, unless he receives definite assurance 
that the risks peculiar to foreign investment are minimized by the inter-
vention of the Bank. The Fund can also help to promote private investment 
by assisting countries to balance their international transactions without 
resorting to drastic exchange restrictions. 

If private investor are willing to provide most of the funds needed 
on reasonable terms without the intervention of the Bank the Bank will not 
do imao'h business. This would be a happy state of affairs. The Bankfs 
operations will automatically diminish as world economic conditions improve 
and private investors take over the job* 

9. If American dollars are to be loaned they should be loaned without 
the intermediation of other nationals. 

Nothing in the Bretton Woods proposals will prevent either the 
United States government or private investors from continuing to make direct 
loans to foreign nations without the intermediation of nationals of third 
countries in so far as this may appear desirable. The Bank will supplement, 
rather than supplant private investment and will enter the picture only when 
it is satisfied that a potential borrower is otherwise unable to secure 
reasonable terms. (See answers to Objections 6 and 8). Furthermore the 
Bank can not guarantee a dollar loan, borrow dollars in the United States, 
or lend dollars subscribed by the United States without our approval. 

There will, however, be various reasons for the United States to 
permit a part of its foreign investment to be handled under the auspices of 
the Bank and to welcome the opportunity to lend in this fashion. Under the 
Bank proposal other countries may share in making a loan and all countries 
share the risks of the Bankfs operations. The Bank will tend to under-
write long-term developmental loans the returns on which will be too. long 
delayed and too moderate in amount to attract the private investor save on 
the basis of gilt-edge security such as the Bank guarantee will'be able to 
provide. The indirect returns from investments of this type, in terms of 
increased productivity, improved standards of living in the area affected, 
and increased trade may be far greater than the direct earnings which can 
be applied to service of the investment. That the benefits derived from 
such projects are widely shared is a strong argument for having public and 
private investors from -various countries participate in the loan and for 
having the governments of various countries share, in the risks involved. 

Other long-term reconstruction and development loans will carry 
political and economic risks which can be minimized if the sympathetic 
interest of neighboring countries is enlisted by securing their partici-
pation, Conversely default upon such loans might result from nan-cooperative 
actions of competing states. From this point of view a sharing of partici-
pation and of risks has obvious advantages• 
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Finally there are strategic areas and areas rich in natural 
resources whose development by any single power would give rise to fears 
of economic imperialism and dollar diplomacy. Certain nations are hesitant 
in accepting foreign capital lest political djomination or undue economic 
influence follow the loan. This is a third, situation in which an inter-
national Bank, in the management of which both creditors and debtors will 
be represented, will create new opportunities for preferable investment. 

10. The Bank and the Fund should be separated, and not regarded as 
one program for simultaneous enactment* 

It is true that the Fund and Bank will undertake different types 
of transactions; the -Fund will conduct exchange operations on a revolving 
credit basis and help members to keep their promises to maintain stable ex-
change rates and avoid restrictions on current transactions. The Bank: will 
grant long-term loans for specific projects of reconstruction or develop-* 
ment. To handle these divergent operations, the Fund and Bank will require 
management with different capabilities and experience.. However, the Fund 
and Bank are designed to implement a single program to promote international 
monetary stability. Their functions in achieving this purpose are comple-
mentary and inter-dependent. If either the Fund or the Bank were rejected, 
the operations of the other agency would be handicapped and the purposes for 
which it was organized would be jeopardised*» (See answer to Question 1 on 
Fund.) Both the Fund and the Bank are especially needed in the immediate 
transition period¿ (See answer to Objection 33 to the Fund). 

11. The guaranty of debtor countries is of questionable value to the 
United States. 

All loans made or guaranteed by the Bank, must be fully guaranteed 
by the government, central bank, or some comparable acceptable agency of 
the borrowing country* This guaranty will be a pledge to all other member 
countries of the governments faith and credit to meet the obligation in-
curred. A member would be loathe.to default on a loan from the Bank not 
only because of its moral obligation to all members but because such a 
default would probably mean that no further credits would be granted to 
the defaulting country by any of the members» The possibility of default, 
except when due to unforeseen, an^ uncontrollable circumstances, will be 
small because prior to granting any credit the Bank must give special 
attention to the financial position of the borrower and guarantor and to 
the prospects of the borrower and guarantor being able to meet their obli-
gations under the loan. The Bank also makes or guarantees loans only with 
reasonable rates of interest and with schedules of repayment appropriate to 
the project. However, the Bank iiiay offer the borrower or guarantor a 
chance in cases of acute exchange stringency to service a loan for a period 
up to three years by payments in its own currency, The Bank may also modify 
the terms of amortization or extend the life of a loan when circumstances 
make greater leniency in terms desirable. The existence of the Fund will 
also help member countries to balance their international transactions and 
maintain thus ability to meet their obligation. 
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According to the Bank Agreement, the total loans and guarantees 
of the Bank may not exceed the amount of its unimpaired subscribed capital, 
reserves, and surplus* Any losses on direct loans made by the Bank out of 
borrowed funds or on loans guaranteed by the Bank are shared by all members 
in proportion to the si&e of their total subscription. A large proportion 
of the Bank's loans and guarantees to finance projects of reconstruction 
and development will be made to members with relatively sntfall subscriptions 
whose territories have been occupied by the enemy or whose economies are at 
an early stage of development. Thus, even if some of the larger borrowers 
should default on their loans and oven fail to meet calls on their unpaid 
subscriptions to the Bank the Bank*s ability to meet its obligations would 
not be seriously impaired because countries like the United States', the 
United Kingdom and Canada, whose subscriptions represent a large proportion 
of the total subscriptions to the Bank* would be in a position to meet a 
call by the Bank upon their unpaid subscriptions. 

12. Concessions to the other countries like the Latin Americas, who 
insisted at Bretton Woods that the Bank be devoted equally to reconstruction 
and development mean in effect that members desiring to develop have an 
automatic right to loans. 

The Bank Agreement says merely that its resources will be used 
uWith equitable consideration to projects for development and projects for 
reconstruction alike*11 Members have no semblance of an automatic right 
to loans either for reconstruction or development. The Agreement specifies 
several conditions which must be met before the Bank may make or guarantee 
loans. It must have received, from a competent committee appointed by the 
Bank, a written report recommending the project on the basis of a careful 
study of the merits of the proposal. When the member in whose territory 
the project is located is not itself the borrower, the member or the 
central bank or somQ other acceptable agency must fully guarantee repay-
ment of the principal and payment of interest and other charges. The Bank 
must be satisfied with the rate of interest proposed and with the schedule 
for repayment, and must pay due regard to the prospects that the borrower 
will be in a position to. meet its obligations under the loan. The Bank must 
also be satisfied that the loan cannort be obtained on. reasonable terms from 
other sources. 

Furthermore each member country has special veto powers, over the 
Bankfs operations in its currency. (See answer to Objection Ij.). 

13. Our subscription is unlikely to be the full measure of our contri-
bution since the Bank may later increase its capital. 

The authorized capital stock of the Bank may be increased only 
by a three-fourths majority of the total voting power. Since the United 
States will hold over 31 per cent of the total votes, such an increase would 
be impossible without our approval. Furthermore no member is obligated to 
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subscribe any part of the increased capital if an increase should occur. 
The bill now under consideration, furthermore, specifically reserves to 
Congress the sole authority to approve or disapprove any additional sub-
scription by the United States. 

There is every reason to believe that our subscription to the. 
Bank will be a ̂ profitable investment, not a ^contribution.11 

ill.. Repeal or suspension of the Johnson Act, as is provided in the 
Wagner-Tobey-Spence Bill, means tearing up billions in old IOUs, and the 
pouring out of new billions of private American capital. 

The enabling legislation provides for suspension of the Johnson 
Act in regard to countries which are members of the Fund and Bank. Suspension 
of the Act will have no effect whatever on the status of existing debts to 
this country resulting in large part from the first World War* Thair status 
was completely unaffected by passage of thé Act which simply prohibited 
future private loans to governments in default on World War I debts to the 
United States. Total repeal of the Johnson Act has been requested by the 
President and advocated by bankers1 associations, export groups and the 
Chamber of Commerce as well as by governmental and private economists. 

An increasedr outflow of private American capital is an admitted 
objective of proponents; of the International Bank.. Both the United. States 
and foreign countries wilj. benefit greatly if a large and. steady flow of 
American funds permits rapid reconstruction of war-devastated regions and 
sound development of economically backward arefcs.. Reconversion in this 
country will be facilitated if reconstruction demands can in part supplant 
war demands after the fighting has ended. It is not likely or desirable, 
however, that private foreign investment will be conducted in the reckless 
and haphazard manner of the inter-war period during which loans were granted 
with inadequate investigation of the purpose for which they were to be used 
or of the prospects for repayment, interest rates and other charges placed 
undue burdens upon the borrowers, a$d an abrupt cessation of American 
foreign lending added to the tremendous difficulties of the borrowers in 
the years of severe depression. Both the Bank and the Fund will help to 
prevent unwise lending and borrowing, to steady the flow of fprei^a loans, 
and to create conditions under which surplus capital can be channeled into 
productive use. 
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II.- OBJECTIONS TO THE FUND P U N 

It is contended that it is inadvisable to set up two distinct 
agencies; that there is no necessity for the Fund-, £hat the functions of 
the Fund can be better administered by creating a department in the 
International Bank for making exchange stabilization loans, and that the 
functions of the Bank in "this respect may be supplemented by increasing 
the capital and powers of the Export-Import Bank of Washington, it was 
partly in deference to this.theory that in considering the so-called George 
Bill in the Housfc last week amendments were suggested which in affoct 
would create the ExporWImport Bank of Washington as ail independent agency 
of the Government, divorcing it.frdm all domination? by the Secretary of 
Coirimerce arid making it possible for the Congress;; to control its policies. 

Since the Fund and the Bank are designed to deal with different 
problems, it is desirable that they be distinct agencies» The Fund is 
designed to stabilize exchange rates and eliminate excnange restrictions 
by helping to meet temporary shortages and providing members faced*With 
an international drain a breathing Spoil in which to make necessary adjust«* 
ments, The Bank, on the other hand, will grant long-term loans to-
finance reconstruction, and development projects* These two divergent 
types of operations require different experience and knowledge for their 
management. 

The proposal that tho Fund's functions might be better 
administered by creating a department of the Bank empowered to make 
stabilization loans implies a fundamental lack of understanding of the 
Fund proposal. Without the Fund countries would not be obligated to main-
tain stable exchange rates or to eliminate exchange restrictions. And 
if members are to succeed in meeting their obligations they need the 
confidence and help provided by being able to obtain assistance from the 
Fund for certain purposes without delay. The necessity for the Fund lies 
in the fact that it will put a stop to the economic warfare conducted 
v/ith monetary weapons which was prevalent in the 30* s. The risks involved 
in the Bankfs long-term loans would be increased without the Fund. The 
assurance of stable exchange rates and the absence of exchange restrictions 
would reduce transfer risks in connection with repayment of the Bank's 
loans. 

Stabilization credits similar to those granted in the 20fs and 
30fs would be an inadequate substitute for the Fund Agreement as a whole, 
especially for the commitments on exchange rates and exchange restrictions, 
but also for the Fund's lending operations. Stabilization loans would be 
made only after careful investigation and usually only after the borrower 
was already in a very difficult position or had already succeeded in 
going through a long period of recovery and reorganization after a period 
of severe disturbance. The Fund would require members to reasonably 
stabilize their internal position before beginning to receive any assistance 
from the Fund after the Fund is set up. But in the long run the Fund 
is intended primarily to help prevent members from getting into seriously 
unbalanced positions and deflationary difficulties. The Fund will help 
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to meet deficits on current account as they arise, and by tiding countries 
over periods of unbalance and by proposing corrective measures, will 
enable them to avoid deflationary and restrictive measures which would 
disrupt international trade and set up repercussions in the economies 
of other countries. In the absence of the Fund, most countries would 
deal with the problems arising from a sudden exchange shortage through 
restrictive measures, e.g., exchange controls, bilateral agreements* 
subsidies on exports, multiple currency arrangements, competitive currency 
depreciation, etc., rather than request a stabilization credit from 
the Bank which might be conditioned upon control of the borrower1s economy, 
enforced balancing of the budget, reduction in government expenditures, etc. 

The arguments against the substitution of stabilization credits 
granted by the Bank for the operations of the Fund apply even more strongly 
against empowering a United States government agency like the Exports 
Import Bank to grant such loans, the most important part of the Fujxd 
Agreement is the commitments members make on exchange rate & and exchange 
restrictions. And the Export-Import Bank would b© oven lass able than, 
tho International Bank to provide the necessary temporary assistance. 
The dollar is 'not the only currency which will be needed to meet temporary 
deficits. The Export-Import Bank's lending authority sh.ou.ld be increased 
to permit the continuance of the financing of United States foreign 
trade and for certain other purposes. 

2. From the United States standpoint, the Stabilization Fund created 
out of the devaluation profits of 193^ more than ample for our needs 
since |lf8 billion of the original $2 billion has never had to be touched. 

The fact that the Stabilization Fund has u-sed only two hundred 
millions while the United States will subscribe 12,750*000,000 in gold and 
dollars to the International Ftod indicates the difference in the scope of 
the Stabilization Fund*s operations and thos$ of the proposed International 
Fund. The Stabilization Fund has concerntrated primarily on evening out 
day to day fluctuations in exchange rates through purchases of foreign 
currencies which the foreign countries redeem in gold almost immediately. 
The Stabilization Fund, also by agreements with a few foreign countries, 
has promised to hold small amounts of their currencies for very short 
periods of time, and these foreign countries have promised to maintain 
their rates. It has also undertaken special transactions, such as the 
sale of precious metals arid coins to foreign countries, but these operations 
have also been conducted on a very s h o r t * b a s i s . The Stabilization 
Fund has not attempted or succeeded in Stabilising exchange rates all over 
the world over a long period. 

The International Fu&d will operate on a much larger scale. 
Whereas the Stabilization Fund dealt with only a small number of countries, 
the Fund through its operations will help to stabilize the exchanges of 
I4J+ member nations, and membership may eventually be increased to include 
all countries in the world. Furthermore, the International Fund will 
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make credits available for two, four, or Six years if necessary and in 
amounts large enough to be of real assistance to members. By providing 
members with access under certain conditions to its pool of foreign 
exchange resources, the Fund will tide members over temporary difficulties 
caused by a deficit in their current transactions and will give members 
a breathing spell in which to take corrective measures to adjust their 
balances of payments. 

3» kIf we are going to attempt to stabilize the economies of other 
countries* it should not be done in the guise of currertcy stabilization. 

The Fund does not pretend to stabilize the economies of other 
countries. It is undoubtedly true that the economies of other countries 
will have to undergo a process of stabilization after the disturbances and 
disruptions of the war. But the countries concerned must work to that 
end themselves through their own policies and dcvices; no Fund, no 
monetary authority, and no monetary device alone can fcolVe the problems 
connected wj.th the stabilization of'foreign economies; As a matter of 
fact, the Fund &ay postpone exchahge transactions with any member if its 
circumstances arc. Such that, in the opinion of the Fufld, they would 
lead to use of the resources of the Fufid"in a manner contrary to the 
purposes of the Fund. Through the elimination of harmful exchange practices, 
the Fund will undoubtedly contribute to the stabilization of the inter-
national transactions and exchange rates of the member countries and 
thereby favorably affect the stibility of the economies concerned. It 
may also require members to take proper stabilizing measures as a condition 
of continuing to obtain assistance from the Fund* 

The Fund in most eases would start out by recognizing as the 
value of individual foreign monetary units the artificial quotations which 
have b^en in force throughout the var, whereas many foreign currencies if 
released from control would have a1 true buying power of only a friction of 
the present artificial ouotationfe. Therefore, the*Fund would conceal the 
true condition. 

The Fund will not strrt out by automatically recognizing the 
artificial wartime values of foreign*currencies. The Fund wili ask each 
member country to communicate the par value of its currency based on the 
rates of exchange prevailing 60 days before the Agreement entered into 
force. If either the Fund or the member country is of the opinion that 
this prr value is unsatisfactory, it must say so within 90 days. The Fund 
can object to the per value if it appears that it cannot be maintained 
without leading to undue use of the resources of the Fund either by that 
member or by other members. The Fund vnd the member must agree on an 
initial per vt lue within t reasonable period. If no agreement is reached 
the member will be considered as h&ving withdrtwn. 
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Countries which have been occupied by the enemy are permitted 
to postpone communicating thè par value- of their currencies until they 
have ceased to be involved in major hostilities, or until such later time 
as the Fund may determine.' The provisions of the Agre-ement also allow 
these countries and the Fund more tiian 90 days to register objections to 
the communicated par value. 

Furthermore, the Fund provides for necessary 'changes in par values. 
If the initial par value should prove unsatisfactory later on and if a 
change in the par value is necessary, in the opinion of the member, to 
correct a fundamental disequilibrium, member countries are given the • 
right after consultation with tho Fund but without the necessity of obtaining 
its concurrence, to alter the par value of their currency by a total of 
10 por ccnt from that initially established. On any further proposed 
changes, the Fund has the right 'to ̂ concur or object (Article' IV, Section 5)» 

lhc.sc provisions are,- in essence, designed to overcome the 
difficulties envisaged in the statement-under discussdon. The Fund's 
purpose is to promote exchange stability os an important"means for the 
restoration of world trade arid the international flow óf capital. But 
the Articles of Agreement recognize that exchange- rate stability can be 
maintained only if satisfactory par values have been established and if4 
necessary adjustments are provided for. 

5. The Fund will be used for capital purposes, as well as for the 
intended short-term purposes. 

The Fund has sufficient discretionary power'to prevent any-
substantial use of its resources for 1one-term or capital purposes. If 
any member is not taking advantage of the time during which it is drawing 
on the Fund to take measures to correct its situation and enable it to 
repurchase its currency from the Fund, the management of the Fund can 
refuse further assistance. There may bo eases in which a member will be . 
unable to repurchase relatively small amounts of itfe curroncy for a 
period of a few years. But if any mcmbur -is using the Fund to finance 
purchases of equipment or machinery abroad for development or reconstruction 
purposes, the Fund will point out in short order that the member's 
deficit is apt to continue for some time and that the member must obtain 
long-term loans to finance such projects. 

There are spccial safeguards against use of the Fund's resources 
to meet a largo or sustained outflow of capital. The'Fund may require • 
a member to control such an outflow'as a condition of further use of the 
Fund. 
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6. Our subscriptions to the Bretton Woods program (Fund and Bank) 
would be as much money as the value of all the goods we exported in three 
entire pre-war years: 193^, 1937 a^d 1938• Tie should therefore look tMs 
program over carefully before committing ourselves. 

Our total exports in the years 1936-1938 amounted to 8.9 billion 
dollars * Our total subscription to the Fund amounts to 2,750 million 
dollars, our subscription to the Bank 3#175 million, together 5*925 
million dollars, which is 3 billion less than the"'value of total exports 
mentioned in the statement. But these simple additions and subtractions 
are meaningless. Our initial cash subscription to the Bank amounts to only 
317 million dollars and another 317 million dollars can be called by the 
Bank later for use in making direct loans. The remainder of our subscription* 
or 80 per cent, is callable only if needed to meet obligations of the 
Bank arising out of its guarantees of loans or its own borrowings. Such 
calls will be made only when loans made or guaranteed by the Bank are in 
default and the Bank's special reserve does not suffice to meet its 
obligations. Even under the most adverse circumstances it is utterly 
inconceivable that the sum total of all loans made or guaranteed by the 
Bank will be defaulted, and since loans and guarantees are limited to the 
capital and surplus of the Bank our total subscription to the Bank will 
never be called. 

Furthermore, the statement implies that our subscriptions are 
a real cost which the United States is expected to bear. But the Fund 
is intended to operate as a revolving fund. If it functions properly, 
it will maintain a reasonable distribution of its currency holdings and 
losses which our exporters and investors would suffer from exchange 
depreciations, exchange controls and similar unilateral actions of foreign 
countries will be avoided or at least kept to a minimum. If the indirect 
advantages derived from the Fund in the form of a larger volume of world 
trade are added, the monetary contribution becomes insignificant in 
comparison. 

It may also be noted that the United States would be able to 
secure the full gold value of its subscription to the Fund in foreign 
currencies or in goods upon withdrawal or liquidation. The Bank aims at 
the revival and expansion of the international flow of capital. Its loans 
and guarantees present the framework within which the economic development 
of the world is to take place. The Bank v/ill help to stabilize currencies 
and promote trade. It will contribute to the elimination of economic 
frictions which only too easily lead to political discord and war. If our 
subscriptions to the Fund and Bank must be compared with any financial 
data, it may be better to compare them with the costs of warfare than with 
the value of our pre-war exports. Ten days of war cost more than our 
subscriptions to the Fund and Bank combined. 

It is, of course, wise to study the program carefully. For 
almost four years the program has been studied by the best experts available 
and has been discussed with interested groups, including commercial and 
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investment bankers, foreign exchange dealers, economists well versed in 
problems of international finance,.importers^, exporters, and so on; The 
documents which emerged from the^preliminary conversations and the final 
discussions at Bretton Woods'are the result of.theseidiscussioris; Hardly 
any other piece of legislation Jaas been prepared with such 'thoroughness 
and after such comprehensive consideration. 

7. The' hope that the Bretton V.'oods- Fund- will, assure or even materially 
contribute to world peace is. vain in the-, light .of . the realities among."which 
the world lives. 

' 'The prevalence of economic warfare among the nations of the 
world may be listed as one of the ."realities" which, .contributed to the 
outbreak of the present war. Among the most pc rnicious and-.dangerous 
weapons in this"warfare were.competitive exchange depreciation, multiple 
currency practices, and discriminatory exchange- controls. The Fund 
Agreement aims directly at the, elimination• of these measures.'- There are 
other types-of commercial warfare which the- Fund:. Agreement does not 
pretend to eliminate" but which can be attacked effectively only after 
monetary cooperation has boon achieved. Finally, there are non-economic 
causes of war which must be removed through political agreement. "World 
peace must be organized through a number of measures all of- which involve 
effective cooperation among the nations of the world. The Bretton hoods 
Agreements offer striking evidence of a desire on the, part": of I4I4. nations 
to solve their common problems.through continuing, consultation and co-
operative action and their adoption would augur well for'the peace of the 
world. 

8. The Bretton T-oo.ds program is really, just a variation of the VTA,, 
but on a world-wide 'scale." It is international pump-fprimingy 

The Fund (and the Bank) do provide for some governmental funds 
being used to help maintain imports, employment, and investment throughout 
the world. 'To this extent they resemble certain efforts at maintaining ' 
investment find expenditures in the domestic sphere. However, the resources, 
of the Fund (ana the Bank) are made avai lable; for certain .definite purposes . 
The primary purpose of the Fund is. to help a. country, to maintain its 
purchases abroad while taking steps to balance .its 'transactions. The fact 
that the.Fund will exert all possible influence on countries to balance 
income and outgo makes the Fund scheme quite different from a deficit 
f inanci ng scheme. 
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9• The Fund-will" destroy the control by Congress over the dollar, 
and the cons ti tutional"- prerogative to regulate the'value of our money 
will be imperiled. 

The bill under'consideration reserves final control over the 
dollar to Congress-. Congressional authorization is required to propose 
or agree- to any change in the-par-value of the United States dollar and 
the Fund is not permitted to change the par'value of "the'dollar unless 
the change j.s proposed by the United States. Congressional authorization 
is'also required tò approve-any general change in par values and the 
United State's has a right- to'-veto any genera! change in par values. 

Should the- United' States intend to change the per value of the 
dollari it can do so without the Fund1 s concurrence up to 10 per-'cent. 
Beyond 10 per cent concur ronco ' of the 'Fund must be sought. The Fund'is 
obliged to' concùr in a proposed change if it is satisfied that the' change 
is necessary to correct a'fundamental disequilibrium. Should the Fund 
object to'a changó- próposòd by- the United States, the United States can 
either withdraw from the Fund o'rcan Change its1 rate'1 despite the objection 
of the- Fund in which ease it might bti asked to ̂withdraw. 

•10. Thé Fund is prématuré; - the world is hot yet ready for it.* Domestic 
currencies should be stabilized beforô -we attempt to stabilize foreign' 
exchange. 

Oh the contrary, the-Fund will be desperately needed- and will 
have unexcelled opportunities to function as a coordinating force in the 
early post-war period. This is the very time when countries would be 
most sorely tempted, in the absence of an international mechanism, to 
embark upon a round of competitive devaluations which would tend to delay 
the attainment of either domestic or international stability much longer 
than would otherwise be necessary.- Uhon a nation1 s'original exchange" 
rate has been determined (in consultation with' the- Fund) it will have'a 
point of reference for guidance "in framing-policiès directed to the 
adjustment of prices and costs to a stable and defensible relationship at 
home. It is true that- exchange rates c&nhot'-be stabilized' over' the longer 
run if« domestic price levelte are fluctuating widely; it is'equally true 
that domestic currencies" cannot be fls'tàbilizédM' (in 'economies based on 
private initiative) if their'external values are'constantly changing. 
Both problems must be-tackled at once if the alternative of rigid govern-
mental control of all international commercial and financial transactions 
is not to be unduly prolonged. 

The Fund can refuse to-assist any country until it is in a 
reasonably stable position and there is reason' to believe that it can make 
good use of the Fund's assistance. 

See Answer to Objection 33* 
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11. The Fund'is too l'arge f.or stabilization-purposes, and consequently 
would encourage member nations to delay the necessary stops, generally 
disagreeable to effect a balance in their international payments. 

As pointed out in "the-answer to- Objection 22, the Fund is not 
too large. The amount of assistance each individual country may expect 
to obtain under certain conditions is quite- sms 11 in relation .to its trade 
and probable temporary deficits. . 

As to the contention that member countries would delay necessary 
adjustments, it must be pointed out that the scale of rising charges, 
the provisions for consultation, and the right to impose additional 
charges after a certain point is reached, and the repurchase provisions 
are strong safeguards against the delay of adjustments in the balance.of 
payments. Most important of all., the Fund can refuse further assistance 
to any country which is not taking advantage of the breathing spell gained 
by the Fund's assistance to take steps to correct its international position. 
But it should also be kept in mind that adjustments which are not 
restrictive arid in agreement with the purposes of the Fund take time. 
Their successful application depends upon the availability of foreign 
exchange — which the Fund stands ready to provide. In the absence of an 
international mechanism countries arc moro likely to delay and refrain from 
making "generally disagreeable" adjustments than if thoy are able, to avail 
themselves of the support of the Fund. * 

12. The Fund gives tho member countries virtually t.n automatic right 
to borrow and leaves little or no discretion to the ,Fund to refuse to 
nako a loan. 

It is the purpose of the Fund to assure members of assistance to 
meet temporary shortages of thè means of payment on current international 
transactions. The Fund, however, does not-give a member an automatic 
right to borrow since the Fund1 s resources may only be used by members 
for the specific purposes enumerated in the Articles of Agreement.' In 
general, members may use the resources of the Fund only to finance current 
transaction's with other member countries.. Members: may not make net use. of • 
the Fund1 s' resources to meet large or sustained outflows of capital. ITor 
is the Fund to be used to provide, facilities for relief and reconstruction 
or to deal with1international indebtedness arising out-of. the war* Members 
may not use the Fund as a source of permanent financing but only for a 
temporary period during which maladjustments in balances of payments may 
be corrected. 

At the outset of its operations, the Fund may determine whether 
a member is in a position to use the Fund's resources. If, in the opinion 
of the Fund, exchange transactions with any member might lead to use of 
the Fund's resources in a manner contrary to the purposes of the Agreement, 
the Fund may postpone operations with that member. The Fund can thus 
protect itsjlf by refusing to deal with a country in an unstable economic 
or political condition. 
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At any tine after the Fund is prepared to enter, into exchange 
transactions with" a member, the Fund may limit the use of its.resources by 
that member even if the Fund's holdings of the member's currency have not 
increased by the annual permissible"amount of 25 per cent of the member's 
quota. The Fund may take such action whenever it is of the opinion that 
•the mémbér is using the Fund's resources in a manner contrary, to. the 
purposes of the Fund. A member applying to the Fund for foreign currencies 
jneed not prove it will use these funds in the proper fashion. Rather the 
management of the Fund, through study of the information required of 
members and by following actual international transactions of members, 
muót determine whether the member is making proper use of the Fund's 
•resources and take action upon its findings. The Fund may declare a member 
ineligible to use its resources if, after presenting a report to the member 
acting contrary to the purposes, no satisfactory reply is roceivod. Before 
a mumboi* declared ineligible would bo permitted to again make purchases 
from the Fund, it would have to satisfy the Fund's management that it had 
taken nccossary corrective incisures and was prepared to make use of the 
Fund's resources in a manner consistent with' the Fund's purposes'. Members 
must have confidence in the ability and judgment of the Fund's management 
to protect the Fund's resources from improper use by members. 

In addition, a member may be declared ineligible- to use the Fund's 
resources if that member fails to fulfill any of its obligations under the 
Articles of Agreement. Specifically, a member'may also be declared 
ineligible to purchase exchange from the Fund if the member changes the par 
value of its currency despite the Fund's objections, if it maintains 
exchange restrictions inconsistent with the purposes of the Fund, or if 
it fails to exercise appropriate controls as suggested by the Fund to 
prevent the use' of the Fund's resources to meet a large.or sustained out-
flow of capital. 

13. The Fund would be controlled by the debtor countries. 

It is true that the United States will have only a minority vote 
in the Fund. However, this country controls at least 28 per cent of.the 
total voting power in the Fund, and in voting on certain questions, on 
whether or not to waive any of the conditions governing a member's use 
of tho Fund's resources and on declaring a member ineligible to use the 
Fund's resources, the voting power of this'country will be inc.roased in 
proportion to- the net sales of dollars by the Fund. The voting power of 
the United States under this provision could roach 35 ? e r cent. Also, 
thero is no doubt that the influence of tho United States will be much 
greater than our actual voting powc;r if only because American participation 
is 'so.vital to tho success- of th4e Fund. The United States, furthermore, 
will not be the only creditor country. 

There are many reasons for believing that oven countries which 
borrow from tho Fund will have a real interest in soeing that tho Fund is 
managed wisely. Most of them will subscribo substantial amounts of gold 
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or dollars and .will want to see that the Fund.remains in a position to 
help them directly and to secure for them all the indirect advantages 
which will result from effective stabilization of currencies and the 
avoidance of exchange restrictions, 

On.questions of special importance to the United States, this 
country has an effective veto power. Thus, the United States must consent 
to a change in the quota of any member of the Fund and no change in the 
quota of this country may be made without the United States1 approval. 
The United States has a veto power over any uniform change in the par 
values of the currencies of all members, over any change in the charges 
levied on the balance of a member's currency held by the Fund, ana over 
any amendment, of the Agreement. In addition, no change in the par value 
of the dollar may be made except on this country's proposal and the Fund 
cannot borrow dollars without the consent of the United States. 

li+. ; The Fund will not, as asserted, by some advocates, eliminate 
exchange control. 

Member countries agree not to impose restrictions on the making 
of payments and transfers for current international transactions without 
the approval of the Fund. Members also agree not to engage in any 
discriminatory currency arrangements or multiple currency practices with-
out the approval of the Fund. -If a member is engaged in such practices 
when the Fund Agreement comes into force, it must consult with the Fund 
as to their progressive removal. The most dangerous form of discriminatory 
currency arrangements which are ruled out-is the bilateral clearing 
agreement by which a country allows those countries from 1A1ich.it buys to 
use the money received in payment only to purchase goods in that country. 

There are, however, provisions by which members nay avail them-
selves of special arrangements made for the post-war transitional period. 
After notifying the Fund, members may maintain, but adapt to changing 
circumstances, restrictions on payments and transfers for current inter-
national transactions. However, they must .take all possible measures to 
facilitate international payments and must withdraw such restrictions as 
soon as they believe that they will be able, without the restrictions, to 
settle their balances of payments without being forced to draw too heavily 
on the resources of the Fund. Starting three years after the Fund begins 
operations, the Fund must issue an annual report on the restrictions still 
in force under these transitional arrangements. After the fifth year, any 
member still imposing such restrictions must consult with the Fund. At 
any time the Fund may indicate to a member that it is in a favorable position 
to withdraw any or all restrictions and, after a suitable time, may require 
a member to withdraw from the Fund if it-continues to maintain those 
restrictions. 
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The reason for these exemptions is that it would be impossible 
to require aïl member, countries immediately to remove all restrictions on 
current transactions. If that were done, some members would be forced 
to rely heavily on the Fund, with the consequence that the Fund's resources 
would be used increasingly in financing, deficits in international payments 
incurred by countries which are as yet in no position to take advantage of 
the Fund's temporary assistance to balance their trade with the rest of the 
worlpi without such restrictions. On the other hand, all member countries 
are committed gradually to abandon restrictions and the Fund has the power 
to' refuse the use of its resources to, or require the withdrawal•of, a. 
member which is not eliminating its restrictions as rapidly as the Fund 
believes this should be done. 

The Fund also allows members to impose certain -restrictions on 
transactions in a currency which has been declared scarce by the Fund. 
This means that the Fund recognizes that Such restrictions are bound to 
be imposed if any single country has such a large and continued favorable 
balance of payments that the Fund's holdings of its curre-ncy are. exhausted. 
Under the Fund plan members arc obligated not to impose any, more rigorous 
restrictions than are necessary in view of their existing e.nd accruing 
supply of the scarce currency and must consult the Fund as to the restrictions 
imposed» For these reasons the restrictions vail be less harmful and 
severe, than they would be without the Fund plan. Furthermore, -the Fund 
will postpone the development of a scarcity of any currency and its 
operation will help very much to prevent such a development. 

See answer to Objection 16 on capital controls. 

15. The Fund does not tackle the important question of blocked 
balances. 

The statement apparently refers to the blocked sterling balances 
which have accumulated in the course of the war. Although .the problem is 
important and its solution is a desirable objective- it is clear that 
Britain cannot eliminate the.blocked balances all at once. Some long-, 
term funding arrangements wili bo "necessary and Britain has indicated that 
she prefers to make such arrangements with countries owning the blocked 
balances. A large dollar loan to Britain v/ould not of .itself help very 
much to solve Britain's problems, or the world's problem of establishing 
a sound post-war pattern of international, payments ancL Britain has • 
indicated she is not interested in getting such a loan. It would simply 
burden Britain with a dollar debt and make no real contribution toward 
balancing Britain's international payments. On the other hand, the Fund 
and the Bank, by providing the favorable conditions necessary for expanding 
world trade and investment, would be of real help in establishing a sound 
post-war pattern of international payments and contribute substantially 
to Britain's ability to balance her current transactions and gradually 
eliminate the blocked balances. 
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l6. The Fund will actually encourage exchange control. To control 
capital movements, the members must control short-term transactions as well. 

See answer to Objection II4. on general question of 'Whether the 
Fund encourages exchange controls. 

As to the contention that the control of capital movements, 
which is permitted and may even be required in some cases as a condition 
of further access to the Fund, would necessitate the control of "short-
term" transactions as well, it must be pointed out that, according to; the 
Agreement, "no member may exercise these controls (over capital transactions) 
in a manner which will restrict payments for current transactions or 
unduly delay transfers of funds in settlement of commitments". The 
inclusion of short-term banking and credit facilities among current trans-
actions* and the right of the Fund to determine' whether certain specific 
transactions are to be considered current-or capital transactions are 
amplè safeguards against the imposition of restrictions on "short-term" 
transactions. 

It is true that control of capital.transactions may require 
some supervision of all exchange transaction's and-perhaps even li-censing. 
But supervision over, or general licensing of, all current transactions 
does not imply-controls or restrictions on such transactions. 

17. Virtually the only internationally desired' money in the Fund, 
apart from about Ql,000,000,000 of gold, would be that money contributed 
by the United States. 

The statement assumes that the dollar will be the only inter-
nationally desired currency and the united States the only country with 
a favorable balance of payments. Certainly,' the'Canadian dollar, the 
Dutch guilder, and numerous other foreign currencies are, or will become 
again, "internationally desired11. The Fund's resources will consist of the 
currencies, of I4J4. nations. It is hardly conceivable that the' United 
States will be the only country with a favorable balance of payments and, 
therefore, the only country whose currency would be desired on balance 
by other countries. It is far more likely that over a period of -years 
the Fund will be called upon to supply the currencies of many, if not 
all the member countries. At one time or another,' each of the JL4JL4. currencies 
involved may be called for. 
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1 8 T h e Fund will interfere with the sovereignty of its members 
and with their powers to control their own economic lives. 

Such temporary limitations of sovereignty as are involved in the 
Fund are inherent in the very nature of international monetary relationships. 
In one important sphere the Fund offers greater freedom to the members to 
"control, their own economic lives" than existed under tho rigid gold 
standard in that it recognizees the validity of exchange rate changes as a 
method'for correcting a fundamental disequilibrium in tho relationship of 
any nation with the rest of the world. It offers member nations assurance 
that tho .effects of truly corrective economic action on their part will not 
be nullified by aggressive monetary measures by other governments. Also 
no chango in a member's exchange rate can bo made except on its "own 
proposal and a member is free to chango its rate despite- the objection 
of the Fund. 

The Fund Agreement involves no final limitation on the sovereignty 
of members since any country may withdraw from tho Fund upon giving notice. 

19• The Fund is too complex to be understood or honestly explained 
so that the average person can understand it. 

The principles of the Fund.Agreement and the basic mechanism 
involved are easily understood. Assistant Secretary of.State Dean .Acheson 
in testimony-before .the House Banking and Currency Committee'outlined 
them as follows: Member countries agree (l) to define the value of their 
currencies in terns of gold; (2) to maintain this value within narrow 
limits; (-)) to permit current transactions to be consummated freely within 
those limits; and (1+) to refrain from altering the-par value of thair 
currencies except after consultation v;ith the- Fund; In order to permit 
the nations of tho world to undertake thuso obligations the Fund establishes 
a reserve pool of gold and currencies, contributed by all member countries 
and all members have a conditional right to temporary assistance, subject 
to certain limitations, to meet dofecits in their international transactions. 

The precise conditions included in the Agreement in order to 
protect both the Fund and the members from ill-conceived'or arbitrary action 
are necessarily complex since they deal with complex and many-sided problems. 
Their meaning and purpose are clear, to the financial experts'who v̂ ill 
operate the Fund and to all who are familiar with present or pcist mechanisms 
of international monetary relationships. One might say that the Rules 
of Procedure of the'United States Congress were, too complex to bo generally 
understood by thé public, without suggesting either'that those Rules are 
more involved than tho circumstances demand or that the Congress should 
bo abolished. 
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20. The Fund has a narked Inflationary bias. Under it, ill changes 
will be in the direction of devaluation* 

A clear distinction should be drawn between inflationary measures 
and anti-deflationary measures; the Fund admittedly has an anti-deflationary 
bias. Insofar as devaluation of a nation's exchange rate may be necessary 
to relieve deflationary pressures on its domestic economy, the Fund will be 
expected to approve. devaluation. At. the same time it is not contradictory 
to say that the Fund will exert an anti-inflationary effect in preventing 
countries- frpm seeking inflationary impetus through excessive devaluation. 
Also the Fund may require a member to abandon inflationary measures as a 
condition of further us.* of its resources if domestic inflationary measures 
are unbalancing the country*s international transactions. 

In addition, it must be recognized that the Fund will exert an 
important anti-inflationary influence by helping countries to keep their 
currencies stable. Fluctuations in exchange rat.es often lead to loss of 
confidence in the currency and inflationary pressure. See answer to 
Objection 10. 

21. Our past lending experience should dampen our ardor for such a 
scheme, 

See Objection 5 to the Bank plan on our past lending experience. 

It should be pointed out "that the Fund's lending operations, as well 
as the Bank's, will be quite different from anything in'our past lending 
experience. For a discussion of the difference between the Fund's operations 
and the "individual stabilization loans of the inter-war period, 'see the 
answer to Objection 1 to the Fund plan. 

22 . The Fund- erroneously presumes th&t: there is' a general scarcity of 
international monetary reserves. 

The Fund does not assume a general scarcity pf reserves in .the 
sense that no countries have adequate reserves, Jt is based on.the assumption 
that very many countries have reserves which are inadequate and that even 
in the case of some countries which have large, reserves, a loss of gold may 
lead to unnecessarily destructive defensive measures, 

. If .the Fund can assist such countries, to meet, temporary deficits 
the destructive measures may be prevented. Of the JLjij.. nations•represented 
at Bretton woods, 22 countries, with quotas amounting to.2,5 billion dollars 
.out of foreign quotas totalling 6.1 billion dollars, have gold and dollar 
reserves equal to less than 50 per cent of the value of their exports in 1929» 
Of these slim resources a certain proportion must be immobilized^ to .meet 
official reserve requirements and a substantial proportion may be used, to 
meet immediate postwar needs. 

Hie objection appears to imply that the Fund is too large. If the 
quotas are examined country by country, however, it will be seen that the 
maximum annual borrowing privilege of U2 of the nation« represented is less 
than BO per cent of the value of* their respective exports in 1938* 
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2J. The Fund would be dissipated without any material accomplishments. 

See answer to Objections 11,-12* 26, 35* and 1*8 • 

2l+. The benefits of the fund in the monetary field could readily be 
offset by trade controls. 

The Bretton Woods Agreements do not pretend to solve all inter-
national economic problems. They confine themselves to monetary problems. 
Uember countries are not bound by "the Bretton Woods Agreements to-relax 
existing trade restrictions, or to refrain from the imposition of new ones. 
Therefore, it is certainly of the utmost importance in the interest- of an 
expanding world trade that an international understanding on trade controls 
be reached. 

However, the benefits of the Fund agreement must not bo dis-
counted. Trade controls are often imposed because the economic system of 
a country suffers from an unfavorable trade balanco or a disequilibrium in 
the-balance of payments on current account and is unable or unwilling to 
make the drastic adjustments in the economy which are necessary to'restore 
-equilibrium in time. 'The fact that the resources of the Fund are available 
to a member country while it experiences- difficulties and while it adjusts 
its economy,' will substantially ease the pressure toward imposition•of trade 
rastrictions. Thus, it can'be said that the Fund, while it dojs not elimi-
nate the right of any country to impose trade controls, is designed to 
avoid some of the conditions which lead to the imposition of trade controls. 

25. The wide divergence of interpretation of the meaning and operation 
of the Fund, both here • and ill Britain, bodes only ill for the Fund's future. 

In the interpretation of-the- Articles of Agreement on the Fund, 
there is -no real difference between the governments of the United-States 
and Great Britain or between their delegations at Bretton TioodsOpposition 
groups in both countries have raised points on interprets!t-i'on. They have 
not apparently 'consulted their governments•to discover what is the official 
interpretation of various articles as understood by the•delegates to 
Bretton Vioods. It is truo that in public speeches in thos'e • countries, 
British and " American officials have emphasized different aspects of the 
Fund. For example, on the question of stability of exchange rates the 
British have emphasized the flexibility permitted by the provisions and 
the Americans the stability of rates which members are obligated to main-
tain. Proponents have exaggerated somewhat the phrases which would be most 
popular in their particular country. 

•There is little chance that serious differences of interpretation 
will arise between members of the Fund. If a question of interpretation 
does arise, it Will be submitted to the Executivo Directors and may bo 
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appealed to the'Board of Governors . It is logical that the Furid Agreement, 
like any important body of principles, will with the passage of years 
require some interpretation. This has been true of the United States 
Constitution/ yet in the process the basic, underlying principles have 
not been abrogated by the interpretations of the Supreme Court. 

26. The Fundfs safeguards arc inadequate. 

An examination of the safeguards incorporated in the Fund Agree-
ment to protect the resources of the Fund against their use by members in 
a manner inconsistent with the purposes the Fund will demonstrate their 
adequacy. These safeguards are of two" type's, automatic and discretionary. 

The automatic safeguards include quantitative limitations on 
the amount of currencies that a member may purchase over a period of time. 
Thus a member may not increase the Fund's holdings of its currency by an 
amount larger than one-quartor of its' quota in any 12-month period. In 
the aggregate a member's, net purchases of foreign currencies from the Fund 
may not exceed the amount of its quota plus its gold contribution. ' timbers 
purchasing foreign exchange from the Fund with their currencies are also 
required to pay a service charge and anothpr series of charges, which in-
crease with the amount of exchange obtained from the Fund and the period 
over which it is used. The Agreement also provides that ir- ember s using the 
Fund shall repurchase a share of the Fund's holdings of its'1 currency under 
certain conditions. These repurchase provisions insure th'at à member will 
use its .monetary reserves, if they oxceed a specified limit, in proportion 
to its use of the Fund's resources and will use half of additions to its 
reserves to reduce the Fund's holdings of its currency. 

The discretionary safeguards are those which may be applied by 
the management of the Fund to insure that thé Fund's resources will be used 
most efficaciously and in a manner consistent with its purposes. Thus the 
Fund may postpone exchange transactions with all members, until it is assured 
that economic and political condition's are sufficiently stable to permit the 
Fund to operate in accordance with its purposes. It may also refuse to deal 
with any particular member on the same grounds. The most- important safe-
guard in'the Fund Agreement is in the provision that'the Fund,declare a 
member ineligible to use the Fund's resources if it is using them.in a 
manner contrary to the purposes of the Fund. The .most important purposes 
in this connection are (a) to provide members with opportunity to correct 
maladjustments in their balance of payments without resorting to destructive 
¡measures and (b) to shorten the duration and l.ess^n'the degree of dis-
equilibrium in the international balances of payments of. members. 

27. The Fund is likely to break down because currencies and trade 
outside, the Fund will far exceed those within the Fund area. 

The Fund "will not begin operations until it has been accepted by 
nations holding 65 per cent of the quotas originally allocated. It is 
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difficult to See how this minimum membership could be constituted without 
the inclusion of nations controlling well over half of thè world's com-
mercial transactions. If'thè major nàtiônâ accèpt'the Fund Agreement it 
is probable that all the countries'represented at Bretton Woods will 
become members and that the principal4neutrals will promptly apply for 
membership. Enemy countries will not be permitted in the post-war period 
tò engage in practices inimical to the purposes of the Fund, 

If the objection refers to the fact that by far the greater share 
of all current transactions between member countries will be handled with-
out the intervention of" the Fund, it has no force whatever. In so far as 
member countries are able to keep their international accounts in balance, 
they will have no occasion to use the facilities of tho Fund. Far from 
weakening the Fund* this ability to attain equilibrium without dependence 
on the Fund's resources would tend to lighten tho task of preserving tho 
well-balanced distribution of the Fund's assots which is necessary for its 
maximum efficiency. 

28. Tho Fund is objectionable because it is a cartel. 

Although the definition of a cartel is extremely elastic, it 
cannot possibly be stretched to apply to tho Fund. Perhaps the most 
obvious answer to this objection is that the stockholders, the management, 
andstho customers' of the'Fund are* identical. There could bo no loss" 
' attractive sot-up than this for a-cartel. 

29. The Fund, by Section 5 of Article IV, is rendered powerless to 
achieve its proclaimed purpose of ending economic warfare. 

Section 5 Article I*V outlines the conditions under" which' 
changes in exchange rates may occur. The objection may refer to the pro-
vision that the Fund shall not object to a proposed change which, together 
with all previous'changes, does not exceed 10 per cent of the initial par 
value of the country's currency. Permission to each member'country to ad-
just the original par value of its currericy to this • moderate extent is 
•granted in recognition of the difficulties to be' f&'ced in setting 'the 
original rates with precision at a time when!" conditions are abnormal as a 
result of war-time distortions. Certain countries will not,need to avail 
themselves of- this privilege; others will, but :the extent of the total 
changes allowed is hot "wide enough, at any rate, to permit economic warfare 
to-become-dangerous even if any nation - wore to abuso the freedorfl granted 
by this provision. 

All further proposed" changes' must bo approved bythe Fund, which 
•will not approve exchange rate changes designed for economic warfare. The 
fact that the Fund will approve changes which are really'necessary will 
prevent the breakdown of'the whole international monetary system, currency 
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instability, and the resort "bo methods'of economic warfare. The Fund's 
power .to .decide whether a change is'really necessary to correct a funda-
mental disequilibrium, i.s not-limited in any .way by the clause-which says 
the:Fund"shall not object to a change because of the domestic social or 
political policies of the member-. 

It is only if necessary changes in rates are permitted that there 
is any chance of attaining reasonable stability of rates in the long run. 

30. There is no real compulsion on members-to continue membership, 
orice their quotas have been exhausted. 

There is no compulsion on members to continue membership at any 
time. .If a country were to withdraw .when its quota became exhausted it 
would be under obligation to settle all its accounts.with the Fund,, either 
on the basis of an ad hoc agreement with the Fund or by redeeming any ex-
cess of its currency"held by the Fund in gold or convertible currencies 
within a five year period. It is harder for a country ;to withdraw if it 
has used up its quota than if it has not. Furthermore the Fund may grant 
assistance beyond the amount of the quota. 

An important reason why countries would probably ¡remain in the 
Fund is that as a member they have the assurance that other members will 
not impose exchange restrictions on current transactions with them. There 
are many other indirect advantages of membership in the Fu-nd. And of course 
withdrawal from the Fund would probably necessitate withdrawal from the 
Bank. 

31. The U.S.A. would have the legal right to withdraw from the Fund, 
but once a member, it would not have the moral right to do so.. Withdrawal 
later-would be much more difficult than abstention, now. , 

If "moral rights" are to be considered there .is little, doubt that 
our moral obligation to take every reasonable -step. .to. pncourage international 
cooperation will seldom be more clearly defined- than it; is" at- the present 
time.. United States abstention from joining the Fund\yrould undoubtedly mean 
that the 'Fund "would fail to be established. 

The cohesive force in the Fund, will, be. nothing more than the 
enlightened self-interest of the member nations• As-the objection points 
out, any country has the'legal'right to withdraw at any time. If in the 
future the Fund should prove disadvantageous to the United States--.dis-
advantageous as compared with alternative policies which did not include 
open economic warfare.—then the withdrawal of the United, States would be 
less'reprehensible in terms of morals, politics, or economics than would its 
failure, to attempt to work out with other nations;basis for stable pro-
gress in .international economic relationships. 
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It is to be hoped that future .withdrawal would-indeed be more 
difficult than- abstention now because ••Cooperative efforts on thè part of all 
member'nations to-realize thè purposes of: the Fund Agreement will: prove in-
creasingly effective, 

32• Since the fund may borrow here, there is no telling what its 
total cost will be to us. 

H.R. 2211 states explicitly in Section 3 (Certain Acts-Not To Be 
Taken Without Authorization) that "Unless Congress by law authorizes such 
action neither the President nor any person or agency shall on behalf of 
thé United States (e) make any loan to the Fund-or' the Bank". That 
means that only Congress has the right'to decide whether any loan on behalf 
óf the"United States-government will-be made. 

The Fund may, of course, attempt to borrow from-private sources 
•in the United States, but it can only do so with the approval of the United 
States government. The United States is under'no obligation;* legal or. •• 
otherwise,, to make a loan to the Fund. Therefore, our "cost" of joining 
"thè Fund -is fully covered by the authorization 'contained in the pending bill. 

: It''is true " that if the Fund ran out :o:f d'oliarsi it' woùld be quite 
clear to'this' country that a lóarrto the Fund would help to maintain our 
exports. But this does not maan that wo would necessarily-appròve-a loan. 
Congress has often failed to approve of large foreign loans in the past. 

'33 • Thé Fund is unsUi-ted to " the problems-' of the '-transition :périod; 
it -is 'primarily a long run agency. 

The "-Fund is -admittedly unsuited to handle many 'ef'the prôblëms of 
thè transition'period and for this reason thè Agreement states expressly 
that the Fund' is^not intended to' provide facilities for relief or 'recon-
struction or- to deal with international indebtedness arising from the"war. 
•But ihe"problems with which the Fund proposes to deal -will "be pres'ent in 
the transition-period-as Well as in the-years beyond. " It is 'essential, 
for example, that the post-war pattern of' exchange rates should be deter-
mined in consultation with the Fund and that there should be an agreed 
piocê-durè for orderly change of such fates as the neè'd arises. Paralleling 
the abnormal flow of goods for relief 'ted reconstruction "will'be a gradually 
increasing two-way exchange of goods and services representing in part the 
resumption of pre-war commercial relationships and in part the growth of 
those hew channels of trade which must-be integrated with the older pattern.. 
Vu-th' the "resumption- 'of trade there will undoubtedly be temporary maladjust-
ments which the Fund-: is admirably suited to meet.. 

'It is of. very special importance-that the Fund bè 'Ssét up • quickly 
because in-thè absence -of firm commitments to- eliminate exchangé restrictions 
and arrangements to help countries eliminate them we would certainly see a 
gradual tightening and strengthening of controls and a strangulation of 
international trade,. 
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The Fund can protect itself against unwise use of its resources 
in the transition period by delaying all exchange operations until condi-
tions are reasonably stable and by re.fusing assistance to. any particular 
country until it is in a condition to make good u§e of the Fund, 

See Answer to Objection 10* 

Government and other organized propaganda has focused attention 
on the Bretton Vfoods program* to the exclusion of other solutions of the 
problem. The President instructed the. American delegation .at Bretton Woods 
to, consider no alternative, plan. 

The international conference.at Bretton Woods was only the final 
phase of a long period of intensive study and preparation and preliminary 
discussion within this country and with representatives- of other countries. 
Almost two years before the conference, the Treasury presented to the public 
a plan for.an international stabilization fund, .the sorcalldd Yihite Plan. 
The British government likewise published a plan which became known as the 
Keynes "plan. Later the Canadian government presented ,a third scheme. 

. These plans were widely distributed, and interested groups were 
invited to present their views on the subject. In numerous discussions 
and conferences.the comments and suggestions, of bankers, exchange brokers* 
economists* and businessmen experienced in international trade were given 
careful consideration. 

After two years a joint statement of principles was prepared 
which embodied what were believed to be the best features of all previous 
stabilization plans, The President did specify that the. joint statement 
on the Fund should provide the framework for the Bretton Woods discussions 
on the Fund and that the views of the American technical committee on the 
Bank stould be taken as a guide. Nevertheless at the Bretton Woods con-
ference about 1000 individual proposals for changes we.re presented and dis-
cussed. Some of thorn were rejected, some of• them accepted in'their original 
or in a modified form, so that actually not one but numerous.alternatives 
wore considered. It would probably have been impossible to-reach agree-
ment on any plans at the Conference, if the * Conference, had not: worked within 
the broad framework of principles agreed-upon ahead of time. 

35* The Fund will only obscure the underlying:problems :and-render 
more difficult their ultimate solution,. 

One of the main objectives of . the Fupd'is to. give member countries 
time to adjust their balance of payments positions without resorting to 
restrictive measurest The Fund has the .right to.limit a member's use of 
its resources if it is of the opinion that the member is not taking the 
necessary corrective measures.. Therefore, it is at any time at the dis-
cretion of the management of the Fund ^o prevent a member from using the 
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Fund's resources as a means of avoiding the solution of "underlying pro-
blems"*. Each member country which uses'" the resources" of the Fund will 
find it -in-its own interest to solve its balance of pàyment problems 
through appropriate national policies with a speed compatible with the 
absention from the use of restrictive controls. 

36; Under the Bretton'Vioods program (Fund and Bank) gifts'will be 
;eonfused with loans.'-

This objection must be considered as a deliberate attempt' to mis-
lead : the- > reader , ' To answer it completely ono would need to outline in de-
tail the mechanisms of the Fund and Bank, to restate"the various safeguards 
which-.have been-written into each- Agreement, and to describe once, again the 
world situation in which the agencies are designed to function. It must be 
perfectly clear to anyone f'ariiliar with the agreements and the background 
that no gifts are contemplated through either the Fund or the Bank. 

The objection is probably based upon the fact that certain inter-
national loans in the past have not been repaid and accordingly might in 
retrospect be called "gifts". Basically there may bo various causes for 
default ; on .international loans. Most of these are identical with the 
reasons for loss of capital invested domestically: but'in international 
lending there may be a further cause for default.. Not only must the 
specific project resulting from the investment prove profitâble but the 
entire economy of the--debtor nation must 'be on a "profitable" biisis vis-a-vis 
the rest of the World/ i.e., the nation'must'be able to secure the inter-
national moms of payment with*which to pay its creditor. This second con-
dition .cannot be attained unless'creditor 'countries /are willing, to accept 
foreign goods and : services. Both/the "Fund and the Bank Will work'toward 
the achievement of a1 balanced position on total account for all nations. 
To. the extent that t;h"#yvaro successful, defaults or: international loans 
should be appreciably diminished.' 

37. The Fund promises too much; in particular, there is a gap between 
the Fund's supply of dollars and the'rights under the Fund to dollars. 

It is true that there is a gap between the supply of gold and 
dollars to be subscribed to the Fund (roughly ¿4. billions) ana the maximum 
possible demand on the Fund for dollars if all countries concentrated their 
demands on dollars (7 billions). However, other currencies subscribed to 
the Fund will'also be in'.demarid, notably the Canadian dollar and possibly 
certain Latin American currencies. Also, the Fund will be continuously re-
plenishing its supply of gold and convertible currencies through the pro-
visions requiring members- to- repurchase the Fund's holdings of their 
currencies and obligating5members desiring to purchase4foreign currencies 
withhold to do'-so through the-Fundi 

However, it is of the utmost importance to' realize that members 
do not have an unqualified right to purchase dollars or any other currencies 
from the Fund. They have a conditional right subject to certain very im-
portant limitations. One of the most important limitations is that a member 
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¿nay be declared ineligible to use the Fund's resources if it is using'them 
in a manner contrary tb the'purposes of the Fund. ' (See answer to' Objection 
12). 

It is clear tha't the fund will not run out of dollars unless the 
international transactions of the United States have been seriously un-
balanced for several years. Members with reserves in excess of their quotas 
are required to use their reserves of gold and'exchange at the s'ame rate 
that they draw upon the Fund. If the JÍ+ billion in 'gold and dollars held 
by the Fund is used to purchase dollars at the same time an approximately 
equal amount of gold would have to flow to the United States either through 
or outside the Fund. This would mean that the United States balance of pay-
ments had been favorable to the extent of about billibn dollars. The 
Fund and 3ank plans will help very much to prevent such' a serioué dis-
equilibrium. 

38. The quotas have no realistic"relation to credit needs and credit-
worthiness of members. 

The fund quotas are not unrelated' to credit needs.' See answer 
to Objection 22.. 

As to the relationship between the credit-worthiness and the 
quotas, it must be pointed out that the Fund Agreement'" contains very 1 
specific provisions with regard to the uses to which the resources of the 
Fund can be put and leaves ample room for thfc' discretion of the management 
of the Fund to decide whether or not a country shall' have access to the 
Fund. The right of members to use the Fund" is a conditional one and subject 
to important limitations so that at any time the,, management' of the Fund has 
an opportunity to pass judgment on the credit-worthiness of'a'metober. "See 
answers to Objections 11, 12, 26,'35 and U8.. 

39* The Fund does not "really stabilize. 

See'answer to Objection 29. 

I4.O. The Fund does not provide for two-way adjustment'. 

The Fund Agreement does provide tha't both- debtors and creditors 
shall take action to correct a maladjustment in'their, balances' of payments. 
When the' Fund belioves that a member is using its' restmrces in a" manner 
contrary to its purposes, it must present the member^ with á report setting 
forth its views and if no satisfactory reply is received, may declare the 
member ineligible to use the resources of the'Fund.pfenfling the adoption of 
necessary corrective measures. Tha Fund also has th'b right to communicate 
its views informally to any member and to pubíish a roport', after a special 
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vote, regarding any member's monetary or economic conditions, and develop-
ments which directly tend to produce a serious disequilibrium in the inter-
national balance of payments of members. The Fund under this power may 
make recommendations to both debtors and creditors,. 

Under the scarce currency provision the Fund ma y recommend to a 
creditor country that a persistent favorable balance in that country's pay-
ments has created the situation and that the creditor country will: have to 
take steps to restore balance or see its exports to member countries limited. 
In its report setting forth the causes of the scarcity the Fund may also 
suggest measures to be taken by the debtor countries to correct.the situation. 

The provisions specifying that the Fund shall concur in a proposed 
change beyond 10 per cent in the par value of a member's currency if the 
Fund :is satisfied such change is necessary to correct a fundamental dis-
equilibrium is in reality a two-way adjustment. A devaluation permitted 
to countries with chronically unfavorable balances of payments is similar 
in effects to an appreciation by countries with persistently favorable 
balances and the devaluation will effect conditions in both debtor and 
creditor countries. Permission for necessary changes will help to prevent 
the serious deflationary pressures forced upon debtor countries under the 
rigid gold standard, 

Ul. The best solution of tho world currency problem is restoration 
of the gold standard. 

The International Monetary Fund attempts to retain the fundamental 
advantages of tho gold standard. It requires member nations to define their 
currencies in terms of golcl, to maintain exchange rates within ono per cent 
of parity, to impose no restrictions on current transactions except after 
consultation with the Fund or with its approval, and to make no alteration 
in their exchange rates without consulting the Fund, It differs from the 
gold standard system primarily in recognizing that rigidity of exchange rates 
may at times redound to the disadvantage of individual nations and the world 
economy. The gold standard (in this sense of rigid exchange rates) demands 
for its successful operation a higher degree of flexibility in the cost-
price structure than is present, in many nations today, or will be present 
in the post-war period. V/ithout this flexibility of costs (including, wages) 
and prices, adjustment to deflationary pressures of monetary, origin, such 
as may arise from lack of balance in international transactions, is a slow, 
painful and disorderly process which inevitably involves. large-scale unem-
ployment. Yiihen nations are linked together by rigid exchange rates, a 
depression in any major country is rapidly transmitted throughout the world 
and to the inescapable deflationary influence resulting abroad from curtailed 
buying on thé part of the depressed nation may bo added the general de-
flationary pressure of credit curtailment as foreign nations attempt to 
protect the exchange value of their currencies. Cumulative deflationary 
pressures result which delay recovery everywhere.. If these deflationary 
pressures can be mitigated by permitting changes in exchange rates which are 
necessary to correct a fundamental disequilibrium the prospects for' avoiding 
major world-wide depressions will be substantially improved. 
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To attempt to. go back to "the gold standard would imply confidence 
that the standard could in fact be preserved. The gold standard does not 
now command world confidence;, having broken, down twice in.a generation. 
But discussion of the possibility of future collapse of the gold standard 
is unrealistic in that it assumes the standard can be restored. There is 
ample evidence that it cannot be, for some of .the leading nations of the 
world refuse- to consider its adoption. The practical choice is not between 
the Fund and the gold standard but between the Fund Agreement and monetary 
chaos.' 

U2. The best world monetary system is international bimetallism. 

International bimetallism is open to all the same objections as 
thè rigid international.gold standard and a great many others besides. 
Tremendous amounts of resources would be wasted on the production of silver. 
In any .case, there is not the slightest possibility that the major countries 
would be willing to adopt bimetallism. 

1+3 • The Fund is only a device for lending dollars cheaply and will 
soon be wasted or lost. 

See answer to Objections 11, 12, 2o> 35 and Ì4.8. 

I44. The Fund gives to its members indiscriminately, without regard to 
credit-worthiness, the automatic right to borrow foreign exchange. 

See answers to Objections 12 and 22. 

US. • Both because of the terms of the Agreement and the nature of the 
good-neighbor policy, the. Fund will be managed by debtor countries, and 
the U,S» in reality will exercise only a'minority voice. 

As far as the.good neighbor policy is concerned it is very probable 
that Latin American countries will support the United States positions, if 
only because of the advantages and assistance they may obtain.fr.ojn the 
United States outside the Fund. 

See answer .to Objection 13 on debtor control.. 

U6. The Fund is too ambitious; stabilization of key currencies is 
more practical. 

The stabilization of key currencies has been suggested as an 
alternative to- the Fund. According to this proposal the United Status and 
Great Britain by agreement would establish a dollar-pound rate and other 
countries, would subsequently fix their exchange rates in relation to the 
dollar or the pound. 
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The Fund incorporates any, advantages- which may be claimed for 
the key currency proposal. There .Is-jio. doubt that the dollars-pound -rate 
will be set at a very.early stage and other countries will be -tibia, to set 
their rates in relation to the pound or the dollar. But the Fund would go 
further and with proper.consideration for the problems-and time element 
involved in establishing rates for occupied countries, would provide for 
international agreement on the rates for all members. A complete pattern 
of rates would be established as soon as practicable for the currencies of 
all nations joining the Fund. There is more hope of appropriate rates being 
.set than if each country set its rate by a unilateral decision .and without 
full knowledge and consideration of the rat^s being established by. other 
countries. Furthermore the Fund provides an orderly method for making such 
changes in rates as become necessary and obligates members not to manipu-
late their currencies in order to undercut foreign competitors. 

The method of approrach to monetary, stabilization proposed' by the 
key currency advocates is contrary to the avowed -principle of the United 
Nations of- international cooperation. Smaller countries would have, to 
associate themselves with a sterling or dollar bloc and these blocs- might 
become powerful instruments of economic warfare. 

Once the dollar-pound rate has- been determined, th;e key currency 
plan provides no means for maintaining that or any other rate.. • Even if 
the United States were prepared to grant the United Kingdom a loan 
sufficiently largo to permit Britain to settle her balances with other 
countries accumulated during the war and to meet the inevitable deficit 
in Britain's immediate postwar balance of payments, Britain would not be 
willing .to. incur a dollar indebtedness for. such purposes. Britain would 
prefer to make individual arrangements for settling blocked bal.ancos and 
in the absence of the Fund would elect to. overcome an excess of imports by 
resorting to exchange controls and advantageous trade agreements. 

The Fund̂  not only.obligates its members to refrain frpm competitive 
exchange depreciations and from instituting exchange restrictions, but pro-
vides an alternative through its exchange transactions with members. The 
Fund, by making available foreign exchange resources, gives members faced by 
an international drain on current account a breathing spell in which to 
take necessary steps to correct maladjustments. 

1+7. Before stabilization is attempted, trade barriers must be removed. 
To set up the Fund now is to.put the cart before the horse. 

A similar objection would be made if commercial policy agree-
ments were attempted before agreement had been reached on.monetary matters. 
Perhaps the ideal situation would be to reach simultaneous agreement on all 
aspects of international commercial and financial relationships. It is 
soubtful whether this could be accomplished at the present time. A start 
must be made at sorr.c point in recreating a workable system of international 
economic relations, and monetary agrceinorits provide an-important first step. 
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Without stressing the point unduly, it is probable that monetary 
manipulations are more effective instruments of economic warfare than are 
tariffs and.quotas. It might be said that the latter are better adapted to 
defense than to offense while monetary measures are equally effective for 
,either purpose« If this be true, the abandonment of the monetary weapon 
will facilitate agreement on other phases of commercial policy. 

See answer to Objection 21+. 

1+6. International currency stability cannot endure unless based upon 
prior economic and political stability within the various nations. 

In answer to Objection 10, it was pointed out that domestic 
stability and international stability cannot be treated as two isolated 
problems. There is a constant and complex interaction between the two and 
stability must bo sought on both fronts at once. The Fund recognizes, how-
over, that the external value of a nation's currency cannot bo stabilized 
if that nation does not possess a reasonable degree of political and 
economic stability internally. It therefore retains the right (1) to 
refrain from admitting any nation to membership unless it believes that 
the.par value of its currency can be maintained without causing recourse 
to tho Fund on a scale prejudicial to the Fund and to the members, and (2) 
the right to postpone exchange transactions with any member if its 
circumstances are such that they would load to use of .the resources of 
the Fund in a manner contrary to the purposes of the Fund* 

Furthermore if unstable conditions develop at' a later stage the 
Fund may require a member to take the proper internal measures as a condition 
of further access to the Fund. 

1+9. The Fund may force us to lower our tariffs. 

The Fund has no power whatever to force us to lower our tariffs. 
If we continue to export much more than we import tho Fund, may make in-
formal recommendations to us, or by a 2/3 vote may decide to publish a 
report regarding developments which are tending to produce serious un-
balance in the transactions of members. Such recommendations or reports 
might exert some pressure on us to take action and one recommended course 
of action might be the lowering of tariffs. 

.50. The Fund's safeguards are not effective safeguards, because they 
may be waived. 

It is provided in the Fund Agreement that the Fund may waive the 
conditions governing the use of its resources. In making a waiver the Fund 
would take into consideration-any periodic or exceptional requirements of 
the member and might require the pledge of satisfactory collateral by the 
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member to protect the Fund's interests. The only safeguard which might 
in practice be Waived under this provision is the quantitative limitation 
on purchases of foreign exchange by a member. Waiver, as applied to. other 
conditions governing the use of the Fund's resources, is* a misnomer. If a 
member has previously been declared ineligible to use the Fund's resources 
because it was using the Fund in a manner contrary to its purpose the Fund 
would not waive its decision on the member's eligibility. If the member 
"had taken corrective measures and was no longer entering into transactions 
inconsistent with the Fund's purposes, the Fund might decide to reinstate 
that member. Likewise, the Fund would not waive a previous declaration 
that a particular currency was scarce, it simply decides how much of a 
scarce currency it can make available to any given member. As far as the 
waiver provision applies to the quantitative limitation on purchases of ex-
change, we must have confidence in the judgment of tho management. It Í3 
very desirable to have some flexibility. It may be remembered that 
creditor countries have extra voting power on decisions to grant a waiver. 

51. In the Bretton Woods program we should be pouring our money 
down a rat hole. 

See answers to objections 11, 12, 26, 35 and J48. 

52. The PYind implies government control of foreign trade. 

The Fund will be a long step toward the elimination of govern-
ment control of foreign trade. A country may choose to exercise detailed 
control of its foreign trade as the most effective way of waging economic 
warfare, or it may be forced into control of foreign trade as the only 
means of balancing its international accounts in the face of a non-co-
operative attitude on the part of other nations. The Fund will help very 
much to prevent unbalanced international accounts and will help members to 
meet deficits without reverting to restrictive controls. 

Under the Fund members agree to eliminate as rapidly as possible 
discriminatory currency arrangements, multiple currency prácticos, and ex-
change controls affecting current transactions. In agreeing to abandon 
these practices member nations will be discarding some of the most effec-
tive tools of government trade control. 

53* The Fund is an unnatural monstrosity, because it attempts to 
reconcile the irreconcilable; its appearance of agreement is really a 
diplomatic fiction. 

This question presumably refers to alleged differences in inter-
pretation of the Fund hero and in Britain. See answer to Objection 25. 
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51+• The Fund cannot work as we are told it would, because economic 
considerations were set aside for military and political reasons at 
Bretton Yfoods. 

Military or political considerations had almost no influence at 
Bretton Woods and no important economic considerations were set aside. 
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